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Emitter Specification

Version NO. : A/01

Type specificationT

Negative electrode

T

LED flashes slowly

LED flashes slowly

LED flashes slowly

Stops flashing, enter the
pulse switch mode

Fast flashing two times to enter 
the non-bounce switch mode

Flashes three times quickly, 
enter the loop switch mode

Double loop switch Double loop switch

Technical supportT
Fucntion instructionTechnical specification

Input voltage：12V/24V
Transmitting frequency：433MHz
Transmitting power：10 milliwatt
Operating temperature：-100C—500C
Transmitting distance：200 meters open office，
                      35 meters on two walls

Transmitter: you can choose emitter DC1149 

Notice: transmitter do not exposed to moisture and strike, so as not to affect life.
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Three models described

Up button control 
the motor upward

Up button control 
the motor upward

Up button control 
the motor upward

Up button control 
the motor stop

Down button control 
the motor downward

Down button control 
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control the motor stop
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Double pulse switch
(Noninterlocked)
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Not rebound 
double switch

Not rebound 
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